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Release Notes
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Demonstrating an on-going commitment to our law firm and corporate legal clients along with a
national network of channel partners and service providers, CloudNine is excited to announce the
new release of CloudNine LAW and Explore, versions 7.6. We are eager to learn your feedback
as we strive to enhance the future of LAW and Explore.

Release Theme for LAW 7.6: New Turbo Imager
and enhanced feature options provide on-demand
scalability, improve workflow efficiency, and reduce
resource dependency.

New, Turbo Imager Tool for Near-Native Document Imaging
•

Turbo Imager will be offered together with Turbo Import licenses. For each license of
Turbo Import, clients will also receive a license of Turbo Imager, or vice versa.

•

Expedite document conversion with new Turbo Imager for near-native imaging in Turbo
or ED Loader cases

•

Scale functionality as needed with agent-based imaging without additional resources or
3rd party software requirements

•

Produce images in original or selected time zone

•

Track or cancel imaging jobs in the LAW Management Console (LMC)
USE CASE: The demand on our clients to obtain images quickly is significant which
often requires the financial burden to source and maintain multiple 3rd party
applications. Turbo Imager solves this issue by enabling image conversion within a
single application so they can work faster and maintain fewer native applications.

Improved Bulk-Delete Options
•

Improve performance of document deletion in cases using LAW Turbo Import.
USE CASE: When clients need to import data quickly, they have an increased risk
of mistakes and data being ingested with the wrong information. Should the need
arise to reverse unintentional imports, LAW has expanded the ability to delete
thousands of files in minutes using agents, in cases using Turbo Import.

Upgraded Turbo Import File Type Library
•

Increase number of supported email file types including EXIF and Metadata extraction.

•

Improve email analysis (Content/body, headers, attachments, and hashing of PST/OST,
MSG, Mime/eml, and ICS emails)

•

Normalize language within the Turbo Import Report for greater consistency (e.g. "Import
Items" are consistently called "Source Files").
USE CASE: With multiple configuration settings for file types generated by Microsoft
and other 3rd party software, the LAW library has been updated to better control the
type of metadata they wish to extract and the process for how it will be extracted.

Improved LAW Management Console
•

Access and display the current count of active license keys from the Console the License
Manager is connected to.

Request your upgrade to LAW or
Explore 7.6:

Click to Request Upgrade
to LAW/Explore 7.6

Learn more with a demo of CloudNine
LAW or Explore:

Click to Request a
LAW/Explore Demo

Release Theme for CloudNine Explore 7.6: Faster
access to case summary information and the ability
to preview data prior to export helps to align
expectations and billing projections for more
proactive case management.
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Improved Report Format
•

Tally file size of expected export

•

Display the total of all files by count and file size (minus containers in the family) in Search
Reports for both Explore Web and Desktop
USE CASE: To help inform clients with critical data summaries and what they can expect
with export, the features added to Explore 7.6 improve visibility to case documents and
provide insight to billing ranges for their Explore cases.

Expand API Field List
•

The API will now provide access to more fields thus, reducing the drill-down navigation
within the application to locate desired information.

Upgrade Import Library
•

Increase number of supported email file types including EXIF and Metadata extraction.

•

Improve Email analysis (Content/body, headers, attachments, and hashing of PST/OST,
MSG, Mime/eml, and ICS emails)

The release of CloudNine LAW and Explore versions 7.6 also include 200+ maintenance updates
and bug fixes.

Request your upgrade to LAW or
Explore 7.6:

Click to Request Upgrade
to LAW/Explore 7.6

Learn more with a demo of CloudNine
LAW or Explore:

Click to Request a
LAW/Explore Demo

If you have questions, please contact your Account Manager, or CloudNine Technical Support:
Email: lawsupport@cloudnine.com
Phone: 713.462.6464
Important Notes:

For further information on needed System Requirements, please see our Answer Center:
Upgrade Information for Case Migrations: After upgrading to LAW or Explore 7.6, the management and
case databases will also require updates. Management updates can be applied through the LAW
Configuration Utility or by opening LAW or Explore. Case updates can be applied by merely opening a case,
and users will be prompted before the case updates are made. No work can be done on these cases while
updates are pending. Inactive or legacy cases do not require updating until work on them is necessary.
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